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M E D I A K I T



 My Culinary Philosophy, as a Chef that is…

Cooking is the easy part.

Not paying attention to the most minuscule

details is what will break you at the end of the

day. My motto is, I am not a chef I’m an artist. I

say this only because I take pride in my craft,

but the reality of it is that I’m just a cook. I’m

not a doctor saving anyone’s life, I’m just a

cook...

We chefs, like artist, are sometimes blinded by

our own egos thus, this obscurity could

sometimes make us develop a, for lack of a  

better word, super hero complex and cloud our

judgments.
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FROM THE
CHEF

  This may lead us a stray from what should be

one of our primary duties and that is to lead our

team, our culinary soldiers, soldiers that would

go to battle for their general at a moment’s

notice without hesitation.

 As a general you must command the respect

of your troops, not only by the position you

hold but, by the great leader that you are. They

will do whatever it is that you tell them to do

because you are the chef. The trick is to make

them want to do what you ask of them because

of the kind of leader you are.   

That’s all I got…
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B I O G R A P H Y
Few can claim to have come out on the Food Network’s popular show

“Chef Wanted” and ended up being the chosen one. Fewer still have

also emerged victorious on the same network’s notoriously

competitive show, “Cutthroat Kitchen”. He was south out for a third

time by the network to battle Bobby Flay on his show “Beat Bobby

Flay”. To solidify his champion status, he was crowned the Creole

“Chopped” Champion on the same network. Throw in “author Yon Ti

Epis, Bahamian born, U.S. raised, Haitian origin, and international

travel exposure” and you end up with the recipe of acclaimed

celebrity Chef Jouvens Jean. 

 

His experience has allowed him to effortlessly transcend in the

culinary industry. He has opened countless restaurants and hotels in

several countries, he’s taught culinary arts in the U.S., China and the

Caribbean, he’s won numerous awards and accolades and with all of

his accomplishments he is still able to remain humble. Despite being

well versed in a variety of culinary concepts, the food of Haiti plays a

central role in his culinary mastery. 
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Chef Jouvens has become one of Haitian Creole cuisine’s biggest

exponents and innovators. This desire to push the cuisine forward is

tempered by his profound respect for its principles, and unpretentious

nature. He has spearheaded a variety of projects in Haiti, one of which

he’s extremely passionate about, The Chef Jouvens Foundation.

Concretely the foundation’s primary focus is concentrated on the

youths of Haiti. His theory behind creating the foundation is that even

if he can’t change the world, he hopes to inspire the mind that will.
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AWARDS

Legacy Magazine Honoree of 
The Top 40 Under 40 Leaders of Today and Tomorrow

2007 Michael E. Hurst Student Forum and
Salute to Excellence Award

2008 Outstanding Leadership Award from
Florida International University

2011

ProStart Pineapple Award
FRLAEF Participant of the Year

Seafood Chef of the Year, Most
Innovative Dish of the Year and Gold

2010

Greater Miami Convention & Visitors 
Bureau, Black Hospitality Initiative Alumni
Achiever Award

WINNER of Food
Network's Chef
Wanted
 Season 13

WINNER of Food
Network's Cut

Throat Kitchen
Season 6
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2012
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AWARDS Featured in Food
Network’s Beat

Bobby Flay Season 19

Service to Humanity: The Chef Jouvens Foundation

2019 Brand Ambassador for Chefs Uniforms
(chefs clothing apparel)

2018 Haiti Chefs Iconic Dinner at the James
Beard House NYC

2016

2015 Service to country: U.S. Army Sergeant Winner of
Army Best Warrior Competition

2021 Publix Super Market Guest Chef
Appearance 

Featured in Food
Network’s Creole
Chopped
Champion Season
54 Episode 8
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IN THE PRESS

EVENTS AND CHARITY
SHARE OUR STRENGHT - MIAMI 
TASTE OF HAITI -MIAMI
TASTE OF NORTH MIAMI - MIAMI
MONTREAL EN LUMIERE - CANADA
CANADA YULEATS - CANADA
GOUT ET SAVEUR LAKAY - HAITI
SOUTH BEACH WINE & FOOD FESTIVAL
- MIAMI

DIVERSITY MAGAZINE -EDMONTON
SunSentinel - SOUTH FLORIRDA
MIAMI HERALD - MIAMI
NEW TIME - MIAMI
LeNouveliste - HAITI
DineOut Magazine - MIAMI
NB MAGAZINE - HAITI
JETBLUE MAGAZINE - INTERNATIONAL
LA PRESSE - MONTREAL
Montreal Gazette - MONTREAL

IN PRINT
CHANNEL 4 - MIAMI
CHANNEL 6 - MIAMI
CHANNEL 7 - MIAMI
CHANNEL 10 - MIAMI
FOOD NETWORK - USA
ZNS TV 13 - BAHAMAS
CTV - CANADA
ISLAND TV - MIAMI - HAITI

TV APPEARANCES



JUNE 28th 2012 is Proclaimed by
the Mayor of Miami Dade 
County Carlos A. Gimenez,

Chairman Joe A. Martinez and The
Board of County Commissioners as

JOUVENS JEAN DAY
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JOUVENS JEAN   
    AUTHOR



Tap Tap Diaries is a book that pays tribute to Haiti’s culinary heritage as seen through
the eyes of Chef Jouvens Jean. 

40 days, 40 nights…
From within his FOOD TRUCK, Jouvens Jean would dive headlong into the world of food
in Haiti – and in all of its 10 departments – in search of images (both photographs and
videos), stories, faces, ingredients, recipes and, above all, culinary practices unique to
each part of the country. This process was another way of discovering Haitian history and
the various facets of the country’s culture.

All this work allowed him to put together TAP TAP DIARIES while, each time, stopping
along the way to pass along some training or to cook for children using what he’d
learned from those who had played host to him.

Through these meetings, he will share his journey and his story in order to try to serve as
an example and inspire the youth of rural Haiti.

Each step of this culinary voyage would be documented and would allow Jouvens to go
into schools that had been selected by the Chef Joujea Bear Foundation to concretely

meet the Foundation’s goals.

The Tap Tap Diaries project is divided into two parts. 

PHASE 1
Creating a book – a recipe book that pays tribute to the gastronomy and people of Haiti.

 
PHASE 2

Raising awareness and providing training for young people in rural Haiti.



The power of Chef Jouvens’s dream is basically found in its capacity to offer a child the ability to
dream and to give them the necessary tools to meet their personal goals. While Jouvens’s journey
obviously helps facilitate this result, it’s also accomplished by allowing young people to gain good
fundamental knowledge of the culinary arts in order to sow within them the passion and desire to
learn more about this craft.

THE CHILDREN 

THE FOOD
TRUCK 

In order to make his projects a reality, Jouvens brought to Haiti a
food truck that he used in Florida as part of his work. This truck will

be adapted and redecorated to look like a tap tap – Haiti’s typical
form of public transportation, and former symbol of a colorful and

imaginative artisanal culture.

This Food Truck will be equipped with all the necessary equipment
to cook and serve meals, in addition to being used when Jouvens

heads out to provide culinary training.

Each year, the Chef Joujea Bear Foundation intends to make
culinary training available to 40 young people, as well as allowing
them to complete an apprenticeship abroad to perfect their
technique and hone their abilities. 

THE BOOK
Within this culinary work, Chef Jouvens Jean explores Haiti’s 10 departments in a food truck made to look like a
tap tap, while hunting for flavors, ingredients and local recipes. Haitian cuisine is brimming with unique
traditions and techniques: from cassava production in the North (Cap-Haïtien), to that of Dous Makòs in the
West (Petit-Goâve), and pain de riz (rice bread) in Artibonite (St-Marc) – readers will delight in every last morsel
of Haiti’s culinary repertoire.



IN THE NEWS...
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ONE OF
THE
CHOSEN...



ONE OF THE
GREATS
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MEDIA KIT

For Chef Jouvens
786-443-3949

info@chefjouvens.com

(c) CHEF JOUVENS JEAN 2023


